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PRESS RELEASE  

 

Berenberg Green Energy Junior Debt Fund is 
financing a 65.2 MWp solar park for Greencells 
Group in Hungary. 

 

Saarbrücken/Hamburg. 1 March 2022. The private bank Berenberg and the international 

EPC & solar developer Greencells Group begin their cooperation with the Hungarian 

solar park “Szügy“. The Berenberg Green Energy Junior Debt Fund III provides junior 

debt financing for the construction and commissioning phase of the 65.2 MWp solar park. 

Berenberg acts as investment advisor to the fund. 

 

The project “Szügy” with a capacity of 65.2 MWp is already under construction and is expected to 

start its operations in October 2022. The park benefits from a government guaranteed Feed-in-

tariff (FIT) over 25 years starting at operations. 

The solar park will be built with 121,000 photovoltaic modules, which will produce enough energy 

to meet the electricity demand of around 22,500 homes approx. 78,820 MWh. In addition, 24,750 

tonnes of CO2 will be saved from emission into the atmosphere, which is the equivalent to the 

consumption of 140 million kilometres driven in a car. The project helps Hungary to become more 

independent from fossil fuels like coal, gas and nuclear energy, that is still the major source of 

Hungary’s electricity generation. 

 

Project “Szügy“ is so far Greencells‘ largest investment in the Hungarian photovoltaic market 

with more projects to come in the future. Andreas Hoffmann, Greencells CEO stated: „Hungary, 

like many other Eastern and Central European countries, has rapidly developed into a highly 

attractive market for solar energy. Greencells is already the market leader by installed capacity in 

Hungary and will continue to expand its position there. In Hungary as well, solar energy has 

become the most cost-efficient form of environmentally friendly energy generation and is highly 

economically viable independent of government subsidies.“ 
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Torsten Heidemann, Head of Infrastructure & Energy, points out: “Project “Szügy“ is also the 

first investment in Hungary for the Berenberg funds marking another successful entry into a new 

country.” And Olaf Lüdemann, Head of Energy Advisory of Berenberg said, “We are proud to 

support Greencells in the execution of the project Szügy and look forward to finance future 

Greencells projects to come. Greencells with its longstanding history is very well positioned to 

successfully execute international utility-scale projects.” 

 

About Berenberg  

Berenberg was founded in 1590 and is today one of Europe's leading private banks with its Wealth and Asset 

Management, Investment Bank and Corporate Banking divisions. The Hamburg-based bank is managed by general 

partners and has a strong presence in the financial centres of Frankfurt, London and New York. The Infrastructure & 

Energy business segment, which is part of Corporate Banking, advises clients and investors on all transaction, financing 

and project-related issues. Under the names Berenberg Green Energy Junior Debt Fund I II and III, Germany's oldest 

private bank has already launched three junior debt funds for professional investors with a total volume of around 

EUR 600 million. With the fourth Renewable Energy Debt Fund, lately launched end of 2021, Berenberg is further 

expanding its debt fund portfolio. The funds finance renewable energy investments worldwide in the form of junior 

debt and meet the high requirements of investors both in terms of their diversification and the implemented risk-

return profile. At the same time, they contribute to the global energy transition and thus make an important 

contribution to the environment. 

 

About Greencells  

Greencells Group is a global project developer and provider of EPC and O&M services for large-scale solar power 

plants. With a track record of over 2.3 GWp of installed capacity, the company is an experienced partner for the 

optimal planning, financing, implementation and operation of solar parks. Greencells Group companies employ 

around 100 people and several hundred skilled workers on their active construction sites. As one of the largest 

European providers of solar power plants, Greencells Group has already been successfully involved in the construction 

or planning of more than 135 photovoltaic plants in over 25 countries. 

 

Contact: 

Berenberg      Greencells GmbH 

Sandra Hülsmann    Alexandra Roger-Machart 

Press Officer     Head of Communications 

Telefon: +49 40 350 60 83 57   Telefon: +49 172 397 0957 

Sandra.huelsmann@berenberg.de  ir@greencells.com 
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This document is a marketing communication.  
 
It is intended exclusively for clients in the "professional investors" or "semiprofessional 
investors" client category as defined under the Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive. 
 
This information and references to issuers, financial instruments or financial products do not 
constitute an investment strategy recommendation pursuant to Article 3 (1) No. 34 Regulation 
(EU) No 596/2014 on market abuse (market abuse regulation) nor an investment 
recommendations pursuant to Article 3 (1) No. 35 Regulation (EU) No 596/2014, both 
provisions in connection with section 85 (1) of the German Securities Trading Act (WpHG). As a 
marketing communication this document does not meet all legal requirements to warrant the 
objectivity of investment recommendations and investment strategy recommendations and is not 
subject to the ban on trading prior to the publication of investment recommendations and 
investment strategy recommendations.  
 
This document is intended to give you an opportunity to form your own view of an investment. 
However, it does not replace a legal, tax or individual financial advice. Your investment 
objectives and your personal and financial circumstances were not taken into account. We 
therefore expressly point out that this information does not constitute individual investment 
advice. Any products or securities described may not be available for purchase in all countries or 
only in certain investor categories. This information may only be distributed within the 
framework of applicable law and in particular not to citizens of the USA or persons resident in 
the USA. The statements made herein have not been audited by any external party, particularly 
not by an independent auditing firm. 
 
The statements contained in this document are based either on the company’s own sources or on 
publicly accessible third-party sources, and reflect the status of information as of the date of 
preparation of the presentation stated below. Subsequent changes cannot be taken into account 
in this document. The information given can become incorrect due to the passage of time and/or 
as a result of legal, political, economic or other changes. We do not assume responsibility to 
indicate such changes and/or to publish an updated document. Past performance, simulations 
and forecasts are not a reliable indicator of future performance.  
Please refer to the online glossary at www.berenberg.de/glossar for definitions of the technical 
terms used in this document. 
Date: March 2021 © Joh. Berenberg, Gossler & Co. KG 
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